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Chapter XVIII : THE POSSIBILITY OF ETHICS

Metaphysics was conceived as the implementation

of the integral heuristic structure of proportionate being.

The fundamental question of the present chapter is whether

ethics can be conceived in the same fashion. Our answer,

which prolongs the discussion of questions raised in the chapters

on common sense and in the study of human development, meets

the issue in three steps.

First, an attempt is made to work out such

notions as the good, will, value, obligation. From this

effort there follov4 a method of ethics that parallels.

the method of metaphysics and, at the same time, a cosmic or

ontological account of the good.

Secondly, the possibility of ethics is envisaged

from the viewpoint of freedom and. responsibility. The relevance

of the canon of statistical residues is considered. The nature

of practical insight, practical reflection, and the act of

decision is outlined. The fact of man's essential freedom and

responsibility Is concluded.

Thirdly, the possibility of ethics is investigated

from the further 3r1 viewpoint of effective freedom. Is an

ethics possible in the sense that it can be observed? Is man

condemned to moral frustration? Is there a need for a moral

liberation, if human development is to escape the cycle of

alternating progress and decline?

Finally, it may be well to note that our concern

is not to draw up a code of ethics but rather to meet the prior

questions. The present chapter, then, sets forth not precepts

i `-t-hb"gbmeral.1f/orm. ․)#Lp co s , tsl. he^ i6tc
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1 general form of precepts. Perhaps there is no need to insist

that the transition from such a general form to the specialized

precepts of particular domains of human activity can take place

only through an understanding of those activities. It follows

that if an electronic computer were supplied with premisses from

this chapter, it could not conclude to any specialized precepts.

However, I an writing not for electronic computers but for men,

and as complete moral obtuseness is very rare, I feel justified

in expecting critics to suppose that even o19 possible readers

of this book vii1L be able to make the transition from the pOma rle-

remote possibility of ethics, which is established, to the

proximate possibility, which the exigent may demand.

ā̂      
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if The Notion of the Good.

As being is intelligible and one, so also it

it is good. But while the intelligibility and unity of being

follow spontaneously from the fact that being is whatdver

is to be intelligently gr asp e• and affirmed reasonably,

the goodness of being comes to light only by considering

the extension of intellectual activity that we name deliberation

and decision, choice and will.
I atte4d re, x. go o d.

On an elementa2ry level, the good is the object

of desire and, when it is attained, it is ex;, erienced as

pleasant,AityAliorgl enjoyable, satisfying. But man experiences

aversion no less than desire, pain no less than pleasure;

and so on this elementary, empirical level, the good is coupled

with its opposite, ;,he bad,

However, among men? s many de sires, there is one

that is unique. It is the detached, disinterested, unrestricted

desire to know. As other desire, it ;.as its satisfaction.

But unlike other de sire , it is not content with satisfaction,

Of itself, it heads beyond^^ joy in, tyA ins i -ht to the 4tuaskiat
O'x► J 0 W w

further question whether m, insight is correct. It is a desire

to know and its immanent criterion is the attainment of an

54
2

unconditioned that, by the wee fact that it is unconditioned,
rAdurs44 e.'s	

/	 -.44,
is independent of,, 11171 li}ce s and dislike s,A NrgA wis: ful and,

A
fsw-tt4 thinking.

Now through this desire and the knowledge it

generates, there comes to light a second meaning of the rood,

Besides the good, that is simply object of desire, 'the_ is

the good of order. Such is the polity, the economy, the

family as an institution. It is not the object of any single

desire, for it stands	
^-^

"__ to single `	 desires as

0
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system to systematized, as universal condition to particulars

that are conditioned
, 

aslaisita4le14.113,4sAgara that supervenes
the efforts to meet them

upon the materials of desires ands 	and,

at the price of limited restrictions, through the fertility of
Fyna. lth.Z,,m4.4.

intelligent control, secures an otherwiseA il.s&e abundance

of satisfactions.

The good of order not is dynamic, not merely
the dynamic

in the sense that it orders	 -5tia4sie/n,unfoldinz of

desires and aversions, but also in the sense that it itself

is system on the move. It possesses its own normative line

of development, inasmuch as elements of the idea of order

are grasped by insicht,,lt concrete situations, are formulated

in proposals, are accepted by explicit or tacit agreements,

and are put into execution only to change the situation and

give rise to still further insights.

dleir4IlatitetyW Still, this normative line provides no more

than a first approximation to the actual course of social

development. The planets would move in strain;ht lines if

there were no gravitation, but in fact they move in perturbed

ellipses. In like manner, social development would be simply

a matter of intellectual development, if the human psyche

-were without its contribution; but in fact man's sensitive
both

nature\ constitutes/the dynamic materials to be ordered and

the subjective conditions under vhich the order is discovered,

communicated, accepted, and executed. So it is that social

order finds in the desires and aversions of individuals and

inter-subjective groups both an enormously powerful ally

and a permanent source of egoistic and class deviation s ;4

4\  
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The deviation not only constitutes a change in the main channel

of development but also rives rise to secondary ch ,nnels

in which men are enP;aged in workinr out ever more efficacious

counter-moves to protect themselves arrainst the effects of

deviations š1M- initiated by others, to correct the deviators,

and in the ideal case to attack deviation at its root. However,

as has been seen, concern with this ideal involves a transposition

of the issue from tie level of the policeman and the court,

of diplomacy and tar, to the level of culture and morality.

Nor in the long run is comrnon sense equal to this task since,

besides its individual and group aberrations, it is subject

uo a general bias against concern with ultimate za 	 tl

issues and Nit vAlikoultimate results.
\	 J

This brings us to the third aspect of the good,

which is value. For the rood of order is linked, not only

with the manifold manifestations of spontaneous desires and

aversions which it orders, but also with a third type of good

which emerges on the level of reflection and jud,ent, of

deliberation and choice. As the data of exerience, so also

r,1 desires
A
insights, reflections

of order, while it is anticipated and reflected by spontaneous

inter-subjectivity, essentially is a formal intelligibility

that is to be discovered only by raising questions, grasped

only through accumulating insi ,<*hts, formulated only in

conceptions. None the less, though the good of order lies

totally outside the field of sensitive appetition, it is in.

=

and aversions are prior to questions and

and judgments.) In contrast, the good 

3 
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itself an object of human devotion. Individualist and socialism

are neither food nor drink, neither clothes nor shelter, neither

health nor wealth. They are constructions of human intelligence,

possible systems for ordering the satisfaction of human desires.

Still, men can embr ca e^^a and reject	 other. They can do

so with, all the ardor of their being, though the issue re r;ard

neither their own individual advantage nor that of their

relatives, friends, acquaintance, country-men. Nor is this

fact surprising. For human intelligence is not only speculative

but also practical. So far from being content to determine

the unities and correlations in things as they are, it is

constantly on the watch to discern the possibiliti ,s tilat

reveal things as they minht be. But such possibilities are

manifold. In larr-e part they are mutually exclusive. The

inventiveness of practical intelligence can issue in practical

results, only if there exist  the conju c.°ate potency, form,

and act of will, villingnes s, and willing with the function of

singling out some possibilities from the manifold and by that

decsion and choice initiating and grounding the transition

from the intellectual conception of a possible order to

its concrete realization.f
'j(,,Q, No vr.. 	AhAi .

Will, then, is intellectual or spiritual appetite.

As capacity for sensitive hun^:er stands to sensible food, so

^,, will stands to ob

ex	

;lects presented by intellect. 	 bare capacity,

A'

	

	 tends to every intellectual object, and so both to every

poss1b ).e order and to every concrete ob:ect as subsumed under

some possible order. But besides the bare capacity that is twill,

there is the nabitual inclination, snecialized in particular

directions, that constitutes the willingness and unwillingness

(`
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with w. Lich individuals +kb	 s antecedently are disposed to

Amaking s.r decisions and choices of determinate kinds.

Just as a person that has not learnt a subject must go throw

a laborious process to acquire mastery, Bret once mastery is

acquired, can (40M{ -rasp readily the solution to

any problem that arises in the field, so too a person that

has not acquired willinrness needs to be persuaded before he

la will will yet, once willinmess is acquired, leaps to

willing w iuhout any need of persuasion. Finally, besides

the capacity, will, and the habit, willingness, there is the

act, willing. 1 9 '	 • r	 • =

ou objects	 .e tiville• 	 a given ' .lividu

her 	 s der	 scerned the unc'- yinR x w' in^;ness hat c
.^'  

• h-	 - = . - • 	 .	 , an. s.n. he changes

ar

It is the event, and so it alone is revealed

directly. To know willingness, one must study the

frequencies with which various objects are chosen by a given

individual over a given period; and to know will, one -rust

study the changes in such frequencies over a life-time.
iraizekaL amt s•

Further, willing is ^beth moral.wrIdNJProtw. The

detached, disinterested, unr ,2stricted desire to know grasps

intelligently and affirms reasonably not only the facts of

the universe of being but also its practical possibilities.

Such practical possibilities include intelligent transformations

not only of the	 environment in rhich man lives but also

of man's can	 spontaneous living. For that living

exhibits an otherwise coincidental manifold into which man

can introduce a higher system by his own understanding of himself

and his own deliberate choices. So it is that the detached

and disinterested desire extends its s"here of influence from



detached and disinterested desire to know.

ci disinterestedness to be extended over hu, an living?
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the field of cognitional activities through the field of knowledge

into the field of deliberate human acts. So it is that the

empirically, intelligently, rationally conscious subject of

self-affirmation becomes a morally self-conscious subject.

Man is not only a knower but also a door; the same intelligent

and rational consciousness grounds the doing as well as the

knowing; and from that identity of consci ō usness there springs

inevitably the exigence for self-consistency in knowing and doing.

How can that exigence be met? It is difficult

enough for purely cognitional activities to be domi aced bthe
/la+.s- arc. ,dwJ. ^^`

moral living is difficult; even theolorrians admit a sense in

which it is impossible ; but our ,,rosent concern is with the

fact of the exigence, and not a lit tle of the evidence for the

fact lies in the efforts of men to dodge it. The first and

most common escape is to avo.:.d self-consciousness. The precept

of the sage vas, Know thyself. But the precept at least was

needed. How finely tempered must one's sincerity be, if one is

to 'mow oneself as one is, to know not a charac cer-sketch

that explains one in terms of ancestry and environment, but

a moral analysis of one's deeds, mett s words, one's mixed motives.

How much simpler to pour one self out in ° worth while" external

activity and, if praise and blame must be administered, then

administer them not to oneself butj to others. The second

escape is rationalization. Inconsistency between knowing and

doing can be removed by revising ones s kno:.ing into harmony with

0
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one's doing. Such a revision is, of course, a bold step. Not

a little incenuity is needed to transpose inconsistency be c,7een

knowing and doing into inconsistency within know inr itself.

The averare mind can invent lies abodt matters of fact; it can

trump up excuses; Ix it can allege extenuating; circumstances

that mingle fact with fiction. But hypocrisy is no more than

the tribute paid by vice to virtue. It falls far short of the

genuine rationalization that arrrues vice to be virtue, that

meets the charge of inconsistency not by denying; the minor

premiss of fact but by denying the major premiss of :rinciple.

But tine revision of major premisses is a tricky business; it

to\	 is playing fast and loose with the pure desire to knout I in its

immediate domain of cognitional activity; and so the majority

of men, instead of attein,_ting rationalization themselves, are

content to create an effective demand, a welcoming market, for

t 4 	£ ythrak say' nN/'e 4 more or less consistently

developed counter—positions presented in myths and in philosophies.

The third escape is moral renunciation. Video meliora n'oboque,

deteriora aatem sequor. It is without the illusion r .enerated

by fleeing self-consciousness. It is without the deceit

generated by rationalization. But it is content with a speculative

acknowledgement of the aspiration to make one's own living

intellient and reasonable. It is ready to confess its wrong

doing, but it has given up any hope of amending its ways.

If you please, it is very human; yet it also is incompletely

human, for the demand for consistency between knowing and doing

is dynamic; it ix asks to be operative; it seeks to extend

detachment and disinterestedness into living, and it is not

satisfied with a merely speculative ktots4 acknowledgement of its

60   
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a rill be noted	 v•e have been considering
moral self-consciousness in its comp1:te generality. According

to the protverb there is honor among; thieves. In different

straca of society, in different epochs, in different culuures

and civilizations, one meets with different moral codes. But the

content of the moral code is one thing, and tl .e dynamic function

that demands its observance in another, Our consideration has

canna centred on that dynamic function, on the operative'e:,cigence

^f	 for self-consistency in self-consciousness and, Aon the threefold

escape of fleeing self-consciousness, of rnitigatinr; the moral

code by rationalization, and of giving up hope in the struggle.

In brief, we have been dealing with the questions, Is there a

meaning to the word, "our,ht"? And if tacre is, what is it?

Our answers differ from the Kantian answers, for if lie agree

in affirming a categorical imperative, we disagree inasmuch

as we derive it wholly from speculative intellinence and reason.
494,A.

Again, our a. savers differ from the vimvswopularly associated

with Freud's name for, while we Grant that moral self-consciousness

has a	 concomitant in moral emotions and rloral sentiments, and
L
" that these emotions and sentiments have a psychoneural basis

and are subject to psychoneural aberration, we contend that it

is a blunder to confuse these concomitants with moral self-

consciousness itself. ';:inen Freud d9&i decided eventually to

publish his Traumdeutun, he =as overcoming emotions and sentiments

and following what he considered the only intelligent and reasonable

course of action; and such following is what we mean by obeying

moral conscience.
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Now it is in rational, moral self-consciousness

that the good as value comes to light, for value is the good

as the possible object of rational choice. Just as the objects

of desire fall under schemes of recurrence to give rise to the

good of order grasped by i.ntelli -rence,) so also the mood of

order with its concrete contents is a possible object of

rational choice and so a value.

There follows at once a triple cross-division

of values. They a re true in so far as the possible choice is

rational, but false in so far as the possibility of the choice
xe

results from the flight from self-consc io usness, A from rationalization

A
from moral renunciation. They are terminal inasmuch as they

are objects for possible choices, but they are orifc.inating

inasmuch as directly and explicitly or indi-°ectly and implicitly

^..

the fact that they are chosen modifies our habitual willingness,

our effective orientation in the universe, and so our contribution

to the dialectical process of promress or decline. Finally,

they are actual, or in process, or in prospect, according as

they have been realized already, or are in course of being

realized, or merely are under consideration.

Further, values are hierarchic. Ob,ects of

desire are values only inasmuch as they fall under some intelligible

order, for the value is the possible object of choice, choice

is an act of will, and the will is intellectual appetite that

regards directly only tae intelligible mood. Again, terminal

values are subordinate to originating values, for the originating

c 	 ' 'ttia-t S
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values ground good will, and Tr.00d will «rounds the realization

of the terminal values. Finally, within terminal values them-

selves there is •a hierarchy; for each is an intelligible order,

but some of these orders include others, some are conditioning

and others conditioned, some conditions more general and others

].ess. Ī

Now the division and the hierarchy of values

reveal how the dynamic exi7ence of rational self-consciousness

for^ Meself-consistency unfolds into a body of moral

precepts concretely operative in a moral consciusness. For

;

100Md' ' sensitive desires and aversions arise spontaneously;

their objects cannot be willed until they are subsumed under

some intellirfible order; intelJ.ic-ihle orders	 are linked

one with another in mutual dependence, or as condition and

conditioned, or as part and whole; anc9 prior to becoming

en;aned of one's own choice, one already is ennared in the

process by the fact of one's desires and aversions, by one's

intellk,ent grasp of the intelligible orders under which

they can be satisfied, and by one's serf-consciousness of

oneself as an actually rational kno'. or and a potentially

r ' e ; :	 e\	 -ertie s s1r %Gef-e hack..-'_ n,

l'i=ekt,goAeitotisef

. . I
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rational doer.

possible choice

not, while they

For "not to choose" is not them object of a
reasonable

and, while one's choices can be irwt4votaq. or
reasonable

can be morel 	 or less, still one's own

rational consciousness is an accomplished fact in the aad

field of knowing mid it demands in the name of its own consistency

its extension into the field of doing. Such is the dynamic

exigence, the operative, moral imperative. But as it concretely

exists and functions in consciousness, it is immanent in its

own concrete presup,ositions and implications. It demands,

not consistency in the abstract, but consistency in my consciousness,

not the superficial consistency purchased by the flight from

self-consciousness nor the illusory consistency obtained by

self-deception and rationalization nor the inadequate consistency

that is content to be no worse than the next fellow, but the

penetrating, honest, complete consistency that alone meets

the reuirements of the detached, disinterested, unrostricted

desire to know. Nor is this all, for in the concrete consistency

t -fsp āts	 ef`-1	 tA. But if there are to be

#4 terminal objects, there must be intelligible orders;

their intellir-ibility mut be Menuin_e, and not the mere seeming

that results from the scotosis of the dramatic subject or the

individual, group, or general bias of common sense. If the

terminal objects are to be consistent, then there is no

room for choosing the part and repudiating the whole, for

choosing the conditioned and repudiating the condition, for

choosing the antecedent and repudiating the consequent.
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Finally, intelligible orders include concrete objects of desire

and exclude concrete objects of aversion, and so from the dynamic

exigence of rational self-consciousness, by the simple process

of asking what in fact that exigence concretely is, there can

be determined a body of ethical principles.

/• 4 7j M"64. 	 6/164"1'There follows a conclusion of fundamental importance,

namely, the parallel and inter-penetration of metaphysics and

ethics. For just as the dynamic structure of our knowing grounds

a metaph sits, so the prolongation of t :_at struct.re into human

doing grounds an ethics. Just as the universe of proportionate

being is a compound of potency, form, and act, because it is

to be knob:n through experience, understanding, and judgment,

so the universe of man's proportionate good is a compound of

objects of desire, intellirdble orders, and values, because the

goodAman does intellic-ently and rationally is a ma.,ifold in

the field of experkltIkence, ordered by intelligence, and rationally

chosen. Just as meta;hysics is a set of positions op-osed by

sets of counter-positions that arise from the incomplete

domination in knowing of the detached and disinterested desire

to, knout, so also values are true and false, orders are troubled

by disorders, and desires are unnecessarily frustrated because

the detachment and disinterestedness of the pure desire easily

fails to develop into fully rational self-conscio ūsness. Just

^^.^tihē t^t^^ist.igis,

t 9-.i.ilNe C r̂ dt-SEic-n/i---d^	 r6Īa...CYf	 g.3ts9ke iLBdI

/faalliki'Va e\thg'X_s-ontheNab ' f^ . t r^ s^1^ ē‘.s,)n4:l n 	-,j,9ta];J

-],fC,o3;.so..7.eusriak.yi1‘lyNb^ir'/ ' sNm'

\Iiideat,g,r `pos-i."b-ku)s\DiNuiffts4.phgOe'L,inNza^e`la2Aerizt-'

^ttA^'sa'l^ ^lie^x i^o %s,^^Zx y^C h'^^ eĪ1 i t, 1t^h^sf^gabI@
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as the counter-positions of metaph'.sacs invite their own

reversal by their inconsistency with intelligent and reasonable

affirmation, so the basically

the ethical order through the

the dialectic of progress and

similar counter-positions of

shorter and longer cycles of

decline either enforce their

own reversal or destroy their carriers. Just as the heuristic ^

structure of our knov.ing couples with the t 41 e J 4	 ',

generalized emerFCent probability of the proportionate universe,

to reveal an upwardly directed dynamism of finality towards

ever fuller being;, so the oblir'n.tory structure of our rational

C 4 111 ^.	 • • t
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self-consciousness 1) finds its materials and its basis in the

products of universal finality, 2) is itself finality on

the level of intelligent and rational consci,usness, and 3) is

finality confronted with the alternatives of choosing either

development and progress or decline and extinction.

The theme of the parallel and inter-penetration

of metaphysics and ethics cannot be ex r anr.ed farther in the
be

present context but, at least, something must h said on its

	methodological ground.	 e refused to conceive metaphysical
	as	 as	 as

method 11 JO eicher ct' an abstract o rt a concrete or k dmwa

transcendental deduction, not because we denied the exposition

of a metaphysics to make use of the deductive form, but because

we placed the principles of metaphysics, not in sentences, nor

in propositions, nor in judgments, bat in the very structure of

our knowing. Because that structure is latent and operative

in everyone t s knowing, it is universal on the side of the

tCĀ14Qc-tuvAlyis,bs ` tr . 1 •
	

t

Because t t structu .e is employed in every instance . of kno ing

t is, universal --n the s id : of the pr ..-art ionat object.

pause that structure eains d amic until all aue : ions

re

ecause that
✓ '

f alien de sire s, i gu	 -Uli e%, ;,.s ri

i1iee'ā ays^xc ātics

subject; and because that structure can be distorted by the

interference of alien desires, it grounds a dialectical

criticism of subjects. Again, because that structure is

employed in every instance of knowin, it is universal

on the side of the proportionate object; and because the

structure remains dynamic until all questions are answered,

can be distorted by the
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it regards every proportionate object concretely. Accordingly,

metaph; ;rsical Ritetiviliat method can take subs cts as they are

invoke dialectical criticism to bring ti:eir fundamental

orientations into agreement, and aprly this a+-reerrent to

the whole domain of proportionate being in its concreteness.

But essentially the same method is available ford ethics.

Deductivism is brushed aside, not because there are no universally

valid precepts, nor because conclusions do not follow from

them, but because the most basic precepts with all their

conclusions fail to go to the root of the matter. For the

root of ethics, as the root of metaphysics,ilax; lies not

in senstences nor in propositions nor in judr^ents but in

the dynamic structure of rational self—consciousness. Because

that structure is latent and operative in everyone's choosing,

it is universal on the side of the sub;iect; beca' .lse that structure

can be dodged, it ground s a dialectical criticism of subjects.

Again, because t-at structure is recurrent in every act of

1,4-4144-'&ee-9.4.1se•-it's

choice, it is	 .1trit-universal; and because its universality

consists, nm;t in abstraction, but in inevitable recurrence,

it also is concrete. Accordingly, etrlical method, as metaphysical,

can take subjects as they are, it can correct any aberration

in their views by a dialectical criticism, and it can apply

these corrected views to the totality of concrete objects of

choice. Such a method not only sets forth precepts but also

bases them on their real principles, which are not propositions

or judgments but existing persons; it not only sets forth

correct precepts but also provides a radical criticism for

mistaken precepts;lit is not content to appeal to logic

:^ti^' •,
 --
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for 1, he application of precepts, for it can criticize situations

as well as subjects and'. it can invoke dialectical analysis

to reveal how situations are to be corrected: finally, because
unchanging

such a method clearly grasps an .  v  Ata# - dynamic structure

tmmd'd .\s ith--dhar*ing' s tuaticns_ In..c ōrresponclinglyk.g f	 '

nners,_.it is snot--cōntent \merely to avoid moral TelAtiyire

b6tt....-ā1so` it' is able.- to-inr:icate .exactly just nwhat Is \,pe i:mēri'e

imiiiane:nt in developing; subjects that deal v:ith chan7ing situations

in correspondingly cha.n?inc, manners, it can steer a sane course

between the relatii ism of mere concreteness and the legalism

of remobe and static r;eneralities; and. it

good. luck, nor by postulating prudence ,
re m-ert4 wt

because it takes its stand on the dynamic

that is the dttnemtln structure of rational

can do so, not by

but methodically,

c.‹ lie/Iva:4W C.enerality

self-consciousness.

- . •^.'t'__ '̂ -^x^m7.^, t̀,a ^a.a ^c^f^i,^^--r^^^..^^^r ^sion'^vf -t^e'

. s '	 -^>^n^.^.ree^lam-.--• "9,x1--^^.r.i.x ia^--3:ē'`^e3:, "'`^or'a"`Pf''^r3^0 

(the freedom of hunian/c^.oices is to deny that the;ylare std -D.1 e^t

o a determinism.' AN'd- An act of choice, say A, occurs

0n sequently,t`'o a set of _tecedents , say P ^ .^; R,... To

p op os 3tiōn, If P,

account of

t e canon o statistical resid? s, t_=:e c, elusion was read

i

/:ēvit ab^abstract nature of laWS a

ished

for the " events investi;atediph;;rs3cs aizc^.- cheipistry 	- .(re
^

s no reason for suprosing that i

deny det minism is . deny t_:,e

o^cur,;t.hen nece- arily A occ ^s. ^iativ in ou^

ply,, ā blunder that results from a

xplann for systems. But if deteenminisni cannot, be es

an be established for

t
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oxzo%.4_ trk.. %oaoL .

So far our analysis has been concerned with the

good in a human sense, with objects of desire, intelligible

orders, terminal and oriinating values. But as the close

relations between metaphysics and ethics suggest, it should

be possible to generalize this notion and, indeed, to conceive

the good as identical with the intelligibility that is intrinsic

to being,

b,'ec is Of desire ant i re a y{anifolc ; a manifold

s a potential intelLigibility; and so the potential good is

on.ceive ^ s identical with potential intelligibility. Again/

ntelli able	 ,orders are itt formal intelligibilities, and $o

he formal goo21 is conceived^;enerp:lly as f
/

The main lines of the generalization are grasped

easily enough. Instead of speaking; of objects of desire,

the intelligible orders within which desires are satisfied,

and the terminal and originating values involved in choosing

such orders and their contents, we propose to h speak of a

potential, formal, and actual good, where the potential good

is identical with potential intelligibility and so includes

but also extends beyond ob:'ects of desire, where the formal

good is identical -::ith formal intelligibility and so includes

but also extends beyond human intelligible orders, where the

actual good is identical with actual intelligibilities and

so includes but g3sAē- also extends beyond values.

The justification of this generalization of

the notion of the good_ is that it is already implicit in

the narrower notion. Ob:'ects of desire are a manifold, but

they are not an isolated manlfold. They are existents and
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events that in their concrete possibility and in their realization

are bound inextricably through natural laws and actual frequencies

with the total manifold of the universe of proportioiate being.

If ob; ects of desire are instances of the

satisfactions they a yield, then the rest

of existentsr and events also are a rood,

good because of the

of the manta manifold

because desires are

\,1

satisfied not in some dream-land but only in the concrete universe.

Again, the intelligible orders that are invented, implemented,

adjusted, and	 T. improved b-r men, are but further exploitations

of pre-human, intelligible orders; moreover, they fall within

the universal order of generalized eraer7ent probability, -both

as conseqjtents of its fertility, and as ruled by its more

inclusive sweep. If the intelligible orders of human invention

are a good because they systematically assure the satisfaction

of desires, then so also are the intelligible orders that

under-lie, condition, precede, and include man's

Finally, intelligible orders and their contents,

possible objects of rational choice, are values;

invention.

as at

butt

a r e"t-A-c-htri4s.a e—b^:^e-h'Znaar-',s-srme s

'`-eakie-111 s,^ts orc^ete^^:v^,se ?^z^e^,^v'^ ttl^^

otion of ālue adds 'o the notion of the 1'7•.d_ of order 1.1.e s 

of       
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the universal order, which is generalized emergent probability,

conditions and penetrates, corrects and develops, every particular
and

order;,	 rational self-consci o usness cannot consistently

choose the conditioned and reject the condition, choose the

part and reject the whole, choose tie consequent and reject

the antecedent. Accordingly, since man is involved in choosing

and since every consistent choice, at least irirlicitly , is

a choice of W3 universal order, the realization of universal

order is a true value.

It will be noted that the third part of the

argument includes the other two. For the actual rood of value

presupposes the formal good of order, and the formal good of

order presupposes the potential good of a ra - -:ifold to be ordered.

Moreover, the realization of universal order is the realization

of all existents and all events: universal order includes all

intelligibilities ax as its constituent parts, whether they

are unities or conjugates, frequencyes or the operators of

development; mid universaljorder presupposes all manifolds that

are ordered or to be ordered. So the rood is identified with

the intelligibility intrinsic to being.

To carry out so broad a r.-_reneralization is far

easier than to state exactly the -ange of its implications.

Ignorance of implications, in turn, rrives rise to the suspicion

that one is being tricked into an easy optimism that denies

the rather evident fact of 4414W  evil in this universe.

Accordingly, it will not be amiss to assert emphatically

that the identification of being and the good by-passes human

feelings and sentiments to take its stand exclusively z

pm upon intelligible order and rational value.
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Feelings and sentiments are by-passed for,

though one begins from ob iects of desire, one finds the

potential good, not in them alone , but in the	 41,14

total manifold of the universe. This stop does not suppose

the discovery of some 84ftk calculus to measure pleasure and

pain, nor does it bOttltintrod , Ice any claim that the pleasure

oatweiFhs the pain. Quite simply it notes that objects of

desire are a manifold, that this :manifold, so far from being

isolated, is part and parcel of t_-ie total manifold, and that

it is in the total manifold that concretely and effectively
to

the potential good resides. Now it isAtw this first step

tl^.ii^l. t ' ,os ,tti9 n o„ \_:t / patio n t, ār 's otntiment dl is t- d. tuziaedZ.

that the hedonist or sentimentalist must object. He must

claim that the meaning of the term, go.ed, is settled on the

unquestioninc and unquestionable) level of experience, that

the good has to be the good as experienced, and that opposite

to the good there is no less real Cate;-ory of evil as experienced.

Moreover, the foregoing is a quite coherent position, ;x

as long as no claim is made that it is either intelligent or

reasonable. The trouble is that the claim cannot be avoided

and, once it is made, the contradiction becomess obvious; far

it is only by excluding the relevance of questions for intelligence

and reflection that the good can be identified with objects of

desire; and if such questions are excluded, then intelligence

and reasonableness are excluded. On the other hand, if

the determination of the notion of the rood is a matter

of intelli ~ent inquiry and critical reflection, then critical

reflections s affirmation will be knowledge of the actual

component of the good, intelligent ineuiry's explanation

will be knowledge of t:.e formal component of the good,
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the manifold of objects of desire can be no more than a

potential good, and the :,gay is open to the discovery that the

manifold of indifferent objects and even the manifold of objects

of aversion also are a potential good. Finally, to throw in

the obvious methodological note, the positions and counter—positions

of metaphysics not only have their proloneeti ')ns i to ethics

but also these prolone4ations respectively invite development

or invite reversal by the same dialectical procedures as the
1V

mtaphysical originals

As the dnt identification of the good with being

in no manner denies or attemrts to minimize pa in or suffering,

so it has not the slightest implication of a denial of unordered

manifolds, of disorder, or of false values. For the middle

term in the identification of the rood v:ith being is intelligibility.!

The intelli ibility of this universe is to be grasped not only

by direct but also by inverse insichts; it is to be reached

not by a single method but by the fourfold battery of classical

and genetic, statistical and dialectical methods. In so far

as the int elliribility of this universe is statistical, its

goodness consists potentially in unordered ms xid manifolds,

formally in the effective probability of the emergence of

order, and actually in eventual emer y°ence. In so far as the

intelligibility of this universe is genetic, its goodness

consists potentially in the incompleteness and awkwardness of

earlier stages  of development, formally in the sequence of

operators that would replace xm generic incompleteness by

specific perfection, and actually in the attainment of that

perfection. In so far as the intelligibility of this universe

is dialectical, its goodness consists pouentially in the failures

and	 'a refusals of autonomous self-consciousness to be
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consistently reasonable, formally in the inner and out ,r

tensions through which such failures and refusals bring about
e it he r

taliaeMA	 Wē el /the choice of their own reversal or the

elimination of those thatlobstinately refuse the reversal,

and actually in the consequent removal of disorders and false

values. To id.entify the good with the intelligibility of

being is to identify it, not with the ideal intelligibility

of some postulated utopia, but with the ascertainable intelligibility

of the universe that exists.

^. The Notion of Freedom.

Fu rt-_er clarification of the notions of will

and choice, introduced in the preceding section, demands a

consideration of the nature of human freedom.

In our account of the canon of statistical

residues it was argued that, while any physical event, Z

is implicit in a as satially and tempo' ally

scattered set of antecedents, P, 2,, R,.... none the less this

impl is at ion̂ c.a a be-- osra.11arte	 b For the

implication is constituted byyr the combination of a major and

a minor premiss; and while the major premiss resides in laws

and systematic unifications of laws, the minor premiss lies

in the concrete pattern of a diverging series of conditions !

that cannot be determined cyst matic ally. Accordingly, the

objective s ignif _Lcanc e of statistical laves is, not that

physical events occur freely, nor even that under special

circumstances, such as schemes of recurrence, they cannot be
a.

a rpredicted withi\cetainty, but that in general they cannot

be predicted in virtue of any systematiemaxkloasrA no....natetreat

E,	 , •.

.4.11.4.../ -purr 4.4e-,K:t
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lax=u-s.otrrprk
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However, the existence of statistical residues

is the possibility of higher integrations. There can be autonomous

sciences of physics, chemistry, biology, and.psychology, because

on each earlier level of systematization there are statistical

residues t:.at constitute the merely coincidental manifolds

to be systematized on the next level. It follows that hi {-her

laws and higher schemes of recurrence cannot be deduced from

lower Itartia. laws or lower schemes of recurrence, for the higher

is engaged in regulating what the lower leaves as merely coin-

cidental. Moreover, since there are statistical residues

on every level, it follows that events on any riven level

cannot be deduced in s;;-sternat is fashion from the combthation

of all the laws and all the schemes of recurrence of that and

of all prior levels. Ae-s-erg.d-i l	 uk'"1e	 '\-1s` tct--tkntii. leas

1	 n	 `r	 .fic e .erittrn,i-sm -i '1^^-e	 r, aedoYr,-of	 r

ti h'ciiee ^ ; —rt e r iz	 a' ē -s	 -...ē s s .o f''.	 n' 	 ātis_

t.-6it-1 r	 d ire s--w	 rh-e	 fl	 ..moo f1Ne,xp-1 a n Nag-,/"'ke.uer	 e\a3 _

1 . i.troia.cerff---ĥārliēli\_ls v-lst i .21--'ria-ke1_f-rsp^e^ag" c.e.

Accordin!-1y, the sic.n if=icance of 	 the canon

of statistical residues is not that it implies the freedom

of our choices. Its significance lies in the fact that it

makes possible an account of the tyt,)* autonomy of the

successive depp4artments of science, that this autonomy excludes

a determinism of the higher by the lower, and that the canon

of statistical residues itself excludes a deductive determinism

either in the lower or the hi7,1.zer. Undoubtedly, these

exclusions make it far easier to dispose of arguments against

the possibility of freedom, and they narrow down the field

in which impediments to freedom can be found. Still, they are
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only exclusions. A positive account of freedom must arise from

an examination of the act of will and of its intellectual ante-

cedents.
2 11,s. Unaf.0 ,i 	 FCo 07

In such a positive account there are four main

elements, namely, the underlying sensitive flow, the practical

insight, the process of reflection, and the decision. The

underlying sensitive flow consists of sensible presentatio_,s

and imaina .tive reresentations, of affective and aggressive

feelings, of conscious bodily moverne nts, etc. In this flow
thepî psycholorrist can discern various laws and can v,7 ork out

copse° u .ent schemes of recurrence; he can compare such a flow

at earlier and x later stares of psychic development and move

to the discovery of the operators tl^ t expla- atorily relate

the laws effective at one time to the laws effective at another.

However, if	 his statement of his results is intelligent

and reasonable, then his statement is not simply a product

of the laws and schemes operative in his psyche. On the

conatrary, f precisely in so far as his statement is intelligent
and reasonable, it consists in the imposition of hi oer integrations

upon what is me ely c^incidental as faT as the laws and schemes

of his psyche go. Moreover, this possibility of imposing

higher integrations upon lower coincidental manifolds is not

restricted to psychological investigators; it is a general

possibility; and it is only in so far as this possibility

has been realized that there arises the question of any free

choice! There follows an important corollary. If it hap ens

t.ciat we discover the existence of free acts of will, at least

it will not happen that we c ismi discover all the acts of all

men to be free. For from the outset vre are excluding from

consideration any act teat occurs trrou .gh mere sensitive routine
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and that can be a accounted for without appealing to the

introduction of some hirrher inter-ration by intelligence.
23 `4,. 'i/ro,t in' ta 1v..si2fLt.

The second element to be considered is the practical

insight. As any direct insight, it results from inquiry and it

emerges upon the sensitive flow in which it grasps some intelli-

gible unity or correlation. Again, as in any direct ins unit ,

tr.() more fact of gra.spinr the unity or correlation does not

imply that the unity exists or that the correlation governs

actual events. For beyond the q estion for intelligence that

is met by insight, there is always tH.e question for reflection.

However, while the speculative or factual insight is followed

by the question whether the unity exists or ^.1hetLer the correlation

governs events, the practical insirtht is followed 1r, the question

whether the unity is going to be made exist or va ether the correlation

is going to be made to govern events. In oti_er words, while

speculative and factual insights are concerned to lead to

knowledge of being, practical insights are concerned to lead

to the making of being. Their ob'ective is not what is but

what is to be done. They reveal, not the unities and relations

of things as they are, but the unities and relations of possible

courses of actionas. There follors another important corollary.

When speculative or factual insight is correct, reflective

understanding can grasp a relevant virtually unconditioned.

But when practical insight is correct, then reflective

understanding cannot grasp a relevant virtually unconditioned;

for if it could, the content of the insight already ould be

a fact; and if it were already a fact, then it would not be

a possible course of action which, as yet, is not a fact but

just a possibility.
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The third element to be considered is reflection.
n

For the grasp of a possible course of action ii 1v44 not result

automatically and blindly in its me execution. Further questions

can be raised and, commonly, their nu ber varies with our

familiarity with the situation in hand, with the seriousness

of the consequences of the proposed course of action, with the

r ti-AitL`ifto Vets uncertainties and the risks it involves,

with our antecedent willingness or unvriilin ,ress to a::sume

responsibility for the consequences and to run to the risks.

But the essence of the roi reflection does not consist in the

number of questions asked or in the length of time spent in

reaching answers. 2isz For further questions may rer-ard the

object; then one asks oneself just that the proposed course

of action is, what are its successive steps, what alternatives

it admits, what it excludes, what consequences it will have,

whether the whole proposal is really possible, just how probable

or certain are its various features. But in a familiar situation

one may already know the answers to all these questions, and

then t! ere is no need to inquire into the object of the act;

like the master of a science, one has only to advert to a issue

to reach 14 a full grasp of it andts implications. Again,

further questions may regard motives for the course of action.

iould its execution be agreeable? Are there other features

to )compensate for its disagreeableness? :'that is its utility?

How desirable are the coals to which it is useful? From the

greater or less satisfaction of more or fewer desires, one can

turn to the consideration of intellicible order and then of value.

Does the proposed act come under the accepted order? If not,

is it merely er°oistic, or is it a contribution to the initiation

of an improvement in the accepted order? Or if it does come
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under the accented or der, is not that order in need of improvement?

^

	

	 xa.-i -rya- time-l4 e--tire-- peep	 et,` improving; things: Finally,

all such questions may be supe.rfluous. There is no need

mob to marshal.motives in the riven i stance ,

	racf4, -httiliteY gnAgtilliabibuttlll y/ N 	1 line ne ss to perform

such an act has become habitual. Still, is that willingness

right or wrong, good or bad? The ;..orld's work would be never

done unless we acted largely out of habit, But mic:ht not my

habits be improved? Are the values to which they commit me

true or false? Am I intelli'ent and reasonable enough in the

short run, only to be blind to the lar,7er implications of my

way of living? Or if I advert to such larger implications,

am I doing what I can to be helpful to others
 

in this respect?
third

s--a-vtr	 crro 1

of reflection on a practical insight does

of consist i he iielagth, numb of questions asked nor in the length
of,	 /
*the tii spent in answe	 g them. This -6,ative statement may

i be replaced b one that is pos

i?^^tnllectually co ntelli ently.cious in so far as I inquire

%
t I,Ia6come rationally self-conscious n so far as I flee

ritically on the object and mot', es of a propos course of

he decisiin. For ..as long as reflection entertains fur 	 r

6 . 80

eflection is the

,am empirically consci

actuation o

V•e. The essence of

rational se4'.-consciousness.

in so far apii experience.% am

am rational y conscious in so far as I reflect critically
J /
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There follows a set of corollaries. First of all,

the reflection consists in an actuation of rational self-consciousness.

I am empirically conscious inasmuch as I am experiencing, intel-

lectually consciL . usite inasmuch as I an inquiring or formulating

intelliently, rationally conscious inasmuch as I am seeking

to grasp the virtually unconditioned or judging; on the basis

of such a grasp. But I become rationally self-conscious inasmuch

as I am concerned with reasons for my own acts, and this occurs

when I scrutinize the object and invest irate the motives of a

possible course of action.

Secondly, though the reflection heads beyond

knowing to doing, still it consists simply in knowing. Thus,

It may reveal that the proposed action as concretely possible,

highly agreeable, quite useful, morally ohli^atory, etc. ButA

it is one tning to know exactly ghat could. be  done and all the

reasons for doing it. It is quite another for such knowledge

to issue in doing.

Till/idly, tile reflection has no internal term,

no caracity of its own to come to an end. For it is a knowing

that heads to doing. In so far as it is a knov:ing, it can

reach an internal term, for one can grasp the virtually unconditioned
a

and tn.ereby attain certitude on the possibility of f proposed

course of action, on its agreeableness, on its utility, on its

obliratoriness. But in so far as this knowing is practical,

in so far as its 011006 concern is with something to be done

and with the reasons for doing it, the reflection has not an

internal ix but an external term; for the reflection is just

knowing, but the term is an ulterior doim deciding and doing.

Fourthly, because the reflection has no internal

term, it can expand more or less infaefinitely. The proposed
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action can be examined in enormous detail; its certain, probable,

and possible consequences can he followed far into the future;

motives can be submitted to fine analysis: the variation, of
ait4A4 tow

their appeal,,	 ice can be noted and studied: from concrete

questions I^ can shift to general philosophic issues to return
to the concrete with inquiries about 

00.e 
orientation in life

and the influence upon AP%e of unconsciois factors. So the

native hue of resolution is sicklied over with the Dale cast

of thought.

Fifthly, 0 one can advert to the possibility

of reflection expanding indefinitely, to the incompatibility

between such expansion and the business of living, and to

the unreasonableness of the expansion. Still such advertence

is simply a transposition of the issue. Reflection on a course

of action is replaced by, reflection on reflection. As the

former heads beyond itself to a decision, so the latter heads

beyond itself to a decision to decide. As the former yields

the conclusion that I should act or not act in a ,*iven manner,

so the latter yields the conclusion that I should decide to

A amt or not a^o.t in that manner. But what it is one thing to

know what I should do, and it is another to do it.

Sixthly, while there is a normal duration for

the reflection, it is not reflection but decision that enforces

the norm. Reflection occurs because rational self-consciousness

demands kno.ledge of what one proposes to do and of the reasons

one has for doing it. Its normal duration is the . a.tton'

al50630' length of time needed to learn the nature of t -,e object

of the proposed act and to persuade oneself to willinnness to

perform the act. Accordingly, the normal duration is a variable

.-t\-dē 	 d-are-‘.erle-t-s

4,4
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that is inverse to one! s antecedent knowledge and willingness.

But it is neither the normal dura -eion itself nor reflection upon

it that ends t:e process of reflecting. For that process has

no internal term, no ca ,,a.city to im bring, itself to an end.

What ends the r- flect ion is the decision. As long as I am

reflecting, I have not decided yet. Until I have decided,

to reflection can be prolonged by further	 questions. But

caxaee ^2-kesea;	 ctIan Ital c	 -`

'ts"be'^^u^i^c^-pe	 a;Ll ty^i^3^d`?Za ^fiē ^n1].	 ht&-ao aa,11

once I have decided and as long as I remain decided, tree

reflection is over and done ith. The proposed course of action

has ceasad to be a mere possibility; it has begun to be an

actuality.
Z , „5" 1 1)-e-c- s

There remainsta to be considered the fourth

element inpur analysis. It is the decision, and one will do

well to distinguish between the decision itself and its mani-

festation whether in its execution
)

	in my knowledge that I

have decided
)

 or in my ex ores sion of I that kno::'ledne . For the

decision itself is an act of willing. It possesses the

internal alternatives of either consenting or refusing. It may

also possess external alternatives, when different courses of

action are considered simultaneously, and then ithz consent

to one and refusal of the others constitute a choice.

The fundamental nature of decision is best

revealed by comparing it with judmnent. Decision, then,

resembles judgment inasmuch as both select one member of a pair
as

of cone rad.ictor ies; YwWNS jud7ment either affirms or denies,

so decision either consents or refuses. Ar ain, both decision

ain lore le.ia—	 rte' a^eh "^ec^r' . %.--v ce^,^ £ .a .-x2.sef-
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and judgment are concerned with actuality; but judgment is
an

concerned to complete one's kno ledge of/actuality that already

exists; while decision is concerned to confer actuality upon

a course of action that otherwise will not exist. Finally,

both decision and judgment are rational, for both deal with

objects apprehended by insir ,ht, and both occur because of a

reflective grasp of reasons.

However, there is a radical difference between

the rationality of judgment and the rationality of decision.

Judgment is an act of rational consciousness, but decision is

an act of rational self-consciousness. The rationality of

judgment emerges in the unfolding of the detached and d_cintere:ted

desire to know in the process tcrards knowledge of the universe

of being. But the r at Tonality [ of decision emerges in the

demand of the rationally conscious subject for consistency

between his knor , ink; and his ruin deciding and doing. Again,

the rationality of judgment enerr*es if in fact a reasonable

judgment occurs, but the rationali cy of decision emerges if

,‘---ffretelazasab-3.e....detkirsiolq—eoc..ar 	 L •	 • , 	 -trill

au.vo-ss-lon--eg-,st-ae-at._eon	 ness. One is empt -rically

c llsci..us when he e2 erienc :. One i intelligently conscious

in a firs degree when inquires inteili gently, in a second

d gre,e ;hen one forp•lates in -e irently, In 	 third degree .

 J
wen one formu es the,.proc: lures of in_te:lli7ent inquiry

O e is rationally consc •us in a first degree when one raises

tae q - stion for re ection and refuses assent until the

yietually uncon• tioned is grasped, in a second degree when

ne grasps	 e unconditioned and. assents, in a third degree

wJen One has analysed the nature of one's rat onal 	 sciousness.
i

n'ly, one is rationally self-conscious in a first degree
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in fact a reasonable decision occurs. Finally, the rationality

of the subject of rational consciousness is radically negative,

for then r►' 1dfl iLiytb4ri'81‘alt's the subject is effectively

rational if he does not allow other desire to interfere with

ythe functioning of the pure desire to know; but the tionality
of the subject of rational self-consc iusnes s is radically

positive, for then the subject is effectively rational only

if his demand for consistency between knowing and doing

is followed by his deciding and doing in a manner consistent

with his knowing.

In other words,

enlargements of consciousness,

of what consciousness means. Y ,'Jaking replaces dreaming.

Intelligent inquiry emerges in waking to compound intelligent

with empirical consci^ , usness. Critical reflection follows

understanding and formulation to add rational consciousness

to intelligent and empirical consciousness. But the final

enlargement and transformation of consciousness consists

in the empirically, intelligently, and rationally etesmaivilag ,

conscious subject 1) demanding conformity of his doing to his

,^^	 knowing and 2) acceding to that demand by cec idinr reasonably.
is

Again, a set of corollariesto be noted.

For, in the first place, it is now possible to explain why

practical reflection lacks an internal term. If it were

concerned simply with knowing what tre proposed course of

action is and what are the motives in its favor, it would be

an activity of rational consciousness and could possess an

internal term in certain judgn"nts upon the object and the

motives of the proposed action. But practical reflection

is concerned with knowing only in order to guide doing.

there is a succession of

a succession of transformations
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It is an activity that involves an enlarging transformation

of consciousness. In that enlarged consciousness the term

is not judgment but decision. Conseruently, practical reflection

does not come to an end once the oh;'ect ann motives of a proposed

action are known; it comes to an end when one decides eithe r in

favor of the	 proposal or ar-ainst it.

Secondly, the same enlarninr; transformation of

consciousness illuminates both the meaning and tre frequent

inefficacy of obligation. It is possible for x practical

reflection to reach wLth certitude t,e conclusion that a

prod osed course of action is obli-atory, tat either I

decide in favor tkft, of the proposal or else I snif surrender

consistency between my knowing and my doing. Idow in such

instances it is apparent that the emergence of an obli7ation

is the emergence of a rational necessity in rational consciousness.

I cannot prevent questions for reflection from arising; once

they arise, I cannot set aside the de-and ` of my rationality

that I assent if and only if I grasp the virtually unconditioned;

and once I judge that I ought to act in a determinate manner,

that I cannot both be reasonable and act otherwise, then my

reasonableness is bound to the act by a link of necessity.

Such is the meaning of obligation Yet the fact remains

that I can fail to fulfil my known 	 obliraticns, that

the iron link of necessity can prove to be a wisp of straw.

How can this be? Ho,^ can necessity turn out to be contingence?

The answer lies in the enlarr4inr transformation of consciousness.

The rationality that imposes an obligation is not conditioned

internally by an act of will. The rationality that carries

out an obligation is conditioned ,n1Aail51 internally by the

occurrence of a reasonable act of will. To repeat the point
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in other words, the rational subject as imposing an obligation

upon himself is just a knower, and his rationality consists

radically in not allowing other desire to interfere with the

unfolding of the detached and disinterested desire to know.

But the rational subject as carrying out an obligation is not

just a knower but also a doer, and his rationality consists

not merely in excluding interference with cognitional process

but also in extending the rationality of his kno ing into the

fdrea.	 f'-do ng . -kBeea-ri -e%i .' t'`e-Zte.n;.s n	 -
does not occur

field of doing. But that extonsion,totCt -,nNeAsimply by

knowing one' s obligations. It occurs just inasmuch as one

wills to meet one's obligations.\

How then does necessity turn out to be cont ine?
c	 , xi" 	 -414,1t Apra,	 0.

/	
3o!A is no change in the necessityn

g- 'mss-w?et4—wr1-erg ^o^i2fesArea.-s•amlIFi1. -art-- !S-rf e9-44s

the context. Iational consciousness is be.:.rg transformed into

rational self-consciousness. '.gnat in the context of rational

consciousness is a rational necessity, in the context of rational

self-.consciousness Jet becomes a rational exigence. If a

proposed action is oblir-atory, then cannot i e a rational
erv64...

kno'.:er and deny the obligation, and^ $ cannot he a rational

doer and not fulfil the obligation.

• āeM 7 -t	 e	 G.:vin  ButA4 can be a rat ional knower without
Ohl"

an act of willing, and ,AZ cannot be a rational doer without an

act of willing. It is the addition ofAa further constitutive
^,.. A.ct ^.

requirement3that 1) marks the shift from rational consciousness

to rational self-consciousness and 2) chances what is rational

necessity in the field of knowing into rational exigence in the

)*1;lield of both knowing and doing.

. r

A
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Thirdly, the same enlarging transformation throws

li .ht upon the difference bett»een the ackno'»ledrement of actuality

in judgment and the bestowal of actuality by decision. As has been

seen, both judiaent and decision are concerned with actuality;

but judgment merely acknoledcres an actuality that already exists;

while decision confers actuality upon a course of action that

othervrise is merely possible. j

Nora actuality has peculiar characteristics. It

is known primarily by graspinn the virtually unconditioned, the

conditioned that happens to have its conditions fulfilled.

Because it is an unconditioned, it ranks hi -.h in the field

of in,ellir:ibility. Still it merely hapren_s to have its

conditions fulfilled, and so it merely happens to be an

unconditioned. Though uncolld itioned, it also isz contingent.

And this continr.ence appears 1) in its being, 2) in its being

known, and 3) in its be in^ grilled.

It is apparent	 in its being. For actuality

as act is existence or occurrence, and actuality as of the

actuated supposes existence anc^he"de 'A occurrence. But

there is no systematic deduction . of existence or occurrence.

The most that understanding can do is set up ideal frequencies

from which actual frequencies of existence and occurrence do

not diverge systematically. But actual fre : uencies can and do

diverge non-systematically from the ideal, and so ine

i
^ actuality is just that happens to be.

Again, contingence is apparent in actuality as

known. For it is known by grasping the virtually unconditioned.

The virtually unconditioned can b e grasped, if fulfilment of

its conditions happens to be given. And the fulfilment can

3g
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never be more than what happens, for the fulfilment consists in

the occurrence of relevant data, and the occurrence of data,

like all occurrence, is continrent, For it merely ha ,oens that

I exist, that I experience in such and such a manner, etc.

Finally, the possible courses of action invented

by intelligence, motivated by reason, an0 executed by willing,

are continent in their actuality. For the action is contingent,

if willing it is continrent; willing it is contingent, if consistency

between doing and knowing is continrent; but consistency between

doing and knowing is contingent; and so the actuality both of

willing and of the action willed is continrent. The major

premiss simply restates the preceding sentence, which defines

the courses of action under consideration. The minor premiss
reasonable

follows from the fact that the/act of willing constitutes both

the doing in question and the 	 , actuality of tx consistency

between knowing and doing. For there is no argument from

the content of knowledge to the occurrence of willing unless

one postulates some conformity or consistency between knowing

and willing; but that postulate is vtrified actually, not by

the exigence for conformity or consistency, but by the occurrence

of conformity or consistency; and that m occurrence consists

•

'ra' a	 reel-Nr-s-a,b; ca-t-s 	 6 ti . lē d r I 	-lits ā'6't"bl`--wd

in the act of willing. Hence necessarily one is involved in

a V4.4 vicious circle whenever one attempts to argue from a

subject's knowing to his willing; for it is only through	 his

at*t^1, willing that the subject attains to the effectively

rational self-consciousness in which willing is consistent with

knowing and conforms to it.
1

.^.^..^....^.,^^.,,^..
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Z • `	 Fre.cLa+.v

Further consideration of the contingence of

the act of will brings us to the notion of freedom. As this

is our main topic, it may not be amiss to resume -hat has been

said. Proportionate being, tLen, involves a number of explanatory

genera, so that there	 is a series of levels of operation

with each hither level making syste,iatic what oteen-ise would

have been merely coincidental on the previous level. It follows

that there can be distinct, autonomous, yet related departments

of science: distinct, because they deal with different levels

of proportionate being; autonomous, because defining relations

on any level 444V0 constitute a closed system; related, because

each higher level finds its materials in the coincidental

manifold of the previous level, and each lower level supplies

a coincidental manifold for the next higher level.

rh.1e t is analysis excludes determinism by its

acknowledgement of statistical laws and of autonomous sciences,
not

it does/imply freedom. Though classical laws are abstract,

they retain their universality, so that occurrence is always

according to law. Though the application of abstract laws

to concrete situations involves an appeal to a non- systematic

manifold of further determinations, this merely means that

there can be no general procedure for establishing concrete

premis se s of the type, If P, n, R,... occur, then Z must occur.

But it is not impossible to formulate such premis se s in

particular instances, notably in the special situations

created in laboratories. Nor is it? impossible to make accurate

predictions of the distant future, when schemes of recurrence

exist and their survival is supposed.

1 •4
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Accordingly, an account of freedom has to eopda

tarn to a study of intellect and will. In the coincidental

manifolds of sensible presentations, practical insi,,hts grasp

possible courses of action that are examined by reflection,

decided upon by acts of willing, and tiereby either are or are

not realized in the underlying sensitive flow. In this process

there is to be discerned the emergence of elements of higher

integration. For the higher integration effected on the level

of human living consists of sets of courses of action, and

these actions emerge inasmuch as they are understood by

intelligent consciousness, evaluated by rational consciousness,

and willed by rational self-consciousness.

To grasp the sinnl.ficance of this emergence,

one must revert to the point already made teat intelligibility

is intrinsic tab eing and that it is either spiritual or material,

either an intelligibility that also is intelli'°ent or else an

intelligibility that is not also intelli^ent. For the distinction

between the spiritual and the material emphasizes the fact

that the intelli - ent and rational emergence of courses of action

stands to the level of distinctively human operations as

dynamic st systems on the move stand to the gm94.0 psyci'dc
the

and organic levels and static systems stand to/chemical

and physical orders of events. In other .,cords, practical

insight, reflection, and decision are a legislative function;

instead of being subject to laws, as are physical and chemical

events, they are what make the la. . s of the distinctively human

level of operations.	 via'•-te40 ;;here material reality is

subject to law and t -:ereby intelligible, spiritual reality

has intelligibility, not through subjection to law, but by

its native intelligence; and while spiritual reality is
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manifested throujh the hiller systematization and order it

imposes on loser levels of being, still that systematization

and order is not imposed upon s pir tual reality, as the law

of inverse squares upon masses, but is generated by practical

insights, rational reflection, and decision.

At this point, however, there crops up the

ambiguity of the notion of law. There are, then, the laws of

matter and the laws of spirit. The lows of matter are investigated

by empirical scientists and, ,hen spirit is said to be legislative,

one means that spirit oritinates inteliirible orders that are

parallel to the intelligibilities investigated by empirical

scientists. On the other hand, the laws of spirit are the

principles and norms that govern spirit in t: .e exercise of its

legislative function; and they differ radically from the laws

of mach matter, not only in their nigher point( of application,

but also in their nature and content. As has been seen, t re

laws of matter are abstract and they can be applied concretely

only by the addition of furtL!:er determinations from a non-

systematic manifold. But the laws of spirit reside in the

dynamic structure of its cor;nitional and volitional operations,

and their concrete application is effected t:_rourh spirit's

own operations within that dynamic structure. Thus, in working

out the notion of the good, we discove red • in the rationally

self- conscious subject an exigence for consistency between

his know ins and his doing, and e saw how a body of ethical

precepts could be derived simply by asltin ; what raarartely

concretely was implicit in that exigence. As metaphysics

is a corollary to the structure of knoving, so ethics is

a corollary to the structure of knoring and doing; and as

ethics resides in the structure, so the concrete aprlications
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of ethics are vorked out by spirit inasmuch as it operates within

the structure to reflect and decide upon the possible courses

of action tl-iet it nrrp sps .

It follows that t- .ore is a radical difference

between the contingence of the act of willing and the general

contingence of existence snd occurrence in the rest of the domain

of proportionate being. The latter contingence falls short

of strict intellifrib±le necessity, not because it is free, but

because it is involved in the non-systematic character of

material multiplicity, continuity, and freauency.l But the

continrence of the act of will, so far from resulting from

the iWn' non-systematic, arises in the imposition of further

intelligible order up-n otherwise merely coincidental manifolds.

Moreover, t at imposition of further in_-ellirible order is the

work of intelli gence, of rational reflection, and of ethically

guided will. None the less, that imposzition of intelligible

order is contingent. For, on the one hand, the order to be

imposed is not a necessary but merely a possible intelligibility

and, on the ot!er hand, even when possibility is unique, so

that rational consciousness has no alternative, still the

unique possibility is not realized necessarily, beevwta

onsistei; because t' ē actually of its consistency id- mere y

because he actuality of its consistencycontingent fac

the actu ion of	 e unique' possibility are

CAt14-s-ixOaDa.4224 at root one and

.t.,
.z/-same fac , namely,,,t.o oce(rrence(of a reasonable

i
ecision 'in the will.
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To claim that the sole reasonable course of action is realized

necessarily is to claim that necessarily ::illinr is consistent

with dlekiNA n"WhT1 knowing. But that claim i3 preposterous,

far it contradicts the common experience of a divergence

between what one does and what one knows one ou -rht to do.

Nor is it preposterous merely in fact but also in principle,

for actual consistency between knminfr and deciding is the

result of deciding- reasonably, and wli»t results from deciding

reasonably cannot be err erected into a universal principle

teat proves all decisions to be necessarily reasonable.

Freedom, tiWft then, is a special kind of

contingence. It is con .tinrence that arises, not from the

empirical residue tr'at grounds materiality and the non-systematic,

but in the order of spirit, of intelli-ent {rasp, rational*

reflection, and rlAmWdLAtiak morally guided wills. It has the

twofold basis that its object is merely a possible and that

its/ agent is contingent not only in his existence but also in

the extension of his rational consci o usness into rational

self-consciousness. For it is one and the same act of willing

that both decides in favor of the ob sect or against it and

that constitutes the subiect as deciding reasonably or

unreasonably, as succeeding, or failing in the extension of

rational consciousness into an effectively rational self-

consciousness.

Accordingly, freedom possesses not only the

negative aspect of excluding necessity but also the positive

aspect of respons..bility. Intelli ent grasp of a possible

course of action need not result automatically .4n its execution,

for critical reflection can in orven2e to scrutinize the object

and evaluate the motives. Critical reflection cannot execute
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the proposed action, for it is simply a knowing. Knowing cannot

necessitate the decision, for consistency between knowing anu

willing becomes an actuality only through the willing. The

decision, then, 	 not a consequent but a new emergence that

both realizes the course of action or rejects it, and realizes
or fates

an effectively rational self-consciousness ef—r`Ai-a to do so.

None the less, thought the act of will is a contingent emergence,

it also is an act of the subject. The measure of the freedom

with which the act occurs alsto is the measure of his responsibility

for it.4

Ora•

Our ana - sis ha*tre ssed the •.: sibility of

unreasonableness 'ut it is not to be - erred that we pi: Ā

the essence freedom in the fa that, 04 while - le will

should	 reasonable, yet - need not be so. 	 ather we ave

eon mg engaged in etf eeting Athe most,or.vious type of

bjection agains freedom and, if we have succe

a tempt nov o set forth in more order-ly'fashion its

v rio conditions and components.

^; ten the =-vep o3n t of the `tnz^ire r ins

0 	--baaiNim rtance. No one, pdrha 	 was more enthus astic

devv3tee of free will than Dins Scotus. Bat his negati•n of
j /	 not only
trhe fact of insight led him tt into an abstract deductiv sm

hat idēii' -if ied the-intelligible with the āemōnss rablē

brat—dltb"

e

y

0
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The Problem of Liberation.

3.1 Essential and Effective  Freedom.

The difference between essential and effective .
dynamic	 it&	 -o- ,a..2

freedom is the difference between a/structure and ̂ s..sff ixo

range. Man is free essentially inasmuch as possible courses

of action are grasped by practical insight, motivated by

reflection, and executed by decision. But man is free effectively

to a greater or less extent inasmuch this dynamic structure

is open to grasping, motivating, and executing a broad or a

narrow range of otherwise possible courses of action. Thus,

one may be essentially but not effectively free to give up

smoking.

A consideration of effective freedom is meaningless,

unless  essential freedom

of: effective freedom may

exists. None the less, the negation

appear a negation of essential freedom

0 I	 ti 	
^ ^	 \Ī

if the proper grounds of the latter are not grasped clearly

and distinctly. Accordingi#a y, it hardly will be amiss to

recall briefly the main points that already have been made.

epropo	 orx e-thing —	 i:nge, .

vizetheri--^e"'^i+rtsi-^,Yit--is-fiacttz^. `ō'i^`prā^t-d:ee1(^

he mere occurrence of the insight .•.- 	 .	 o yieldnot floe

owledgê .df taality. For the insight - acxiāl, tlt is,

f—it occurs within the "process of 1m9
^-.•'	 ^

^ight : ^Thē̂ ^is-i g^xts.ma3r p^- ^'A c^ „^ ^ 	"	 ac i

ng

ala

^

^
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First, then, all formal intelligibility within

the domain of proportionate being is contingent. It is not

what of itself must be but merely what in fact happens to be.

Hence, species are not realizations of abyolute ideas but solutions

to the concrete problems of generalized emergent probability and

so subject to tariatiun with variation of the problems. Again,

natural laws are not bit to be determined by pure speculation

but solely by an empirical method in which what is grasped by

insight is mere hypothesis until confirmed by verification.

Finally, the possible courses of action grasped by practical

insight are merely possible until they are motivated by reflection

and executed by decision.

Secondly, not only are possible courses of action

contingent but also they constitute a manifold of alternatives.

The sensitive flow of a man's percepts and images, feelings and

conations offer an otherwise coincidental manifold for higher

systematization. In fact, that higher systematization is effected

in different manners, whether one considers the same individual

at different times, or different individuals, or aggregates of
or

individuals in different environments, t c different epochs,
tril

Q 1 different cultures.

ThA. Thirdly, not only are possible courses of

action a manifold, but man is aware of the alternatives, He

does not suffer from the illusion that because a course of action

is possible tuerefore it also is necessary. The possibilities

tnat he grasps are submitted to reflective examination, and such

examination commonly leads to a grasp of further possibilities.

Nor does the examination come to an end out of its own resources

but only through the intervention of the will's  decision.               
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Fourthly, the will's decision is not determined

by its antecedents. For the remote antecedents lie on the levels

of physics, chemistry, biology, and sensitive psychology; and

events on such lower levels determine merely the materials that

AYiekistbjettivb admit a manifold of alternative higher systematizations.

On the other hand, the proximate antecedents,,define and motivate
present

the alternative higner systematizations; they,,cdirst tee no

more than a^formal intelligibility which, so far from necessitating

its own actuality, can attain actuality only if the will decides

in its favor.

Fifthly, the most obvious bit of evidence wxgai

for the freedom of man's decisions lies in the possibility of

inconsistency between human knowing and doing; for if such

inconsistency is possible, then there cannot be any valid argument

from determLLate knowing to determinate willing and doing.

However, one is not to 	 mistake the obvious for the

essential. Man is not free because he can be unreasonable in

his choices. Rather the root of freedom lies in the contingence

of the formal intelligibility of proportionate being. Because

such intelligibility is contingent, it cannot guarantee its own

existence or occurrence. Again, because it is contingent, it

is not unique but a manifold of alternatives. Further, because

it is contingent, it is known as merely possible, as in need of

motivation, as needing motivation bec ause  l it will exist	 occur
only if decision is forthcoming. Finally, because it is contingent,

0
	 there cannot be valid motives for it than necessitate decision

in its favor.

To put the point in another manner, any practical

insight can be formulated in a proposition of the type, Under

such and such circumstances the inuelligent thing to do is to
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make such and such a decision. Let the totality of circumstances

be denoted by P and the decision by Q. Then the content of the

practical insight will be the inferential relation, If P, then Q.

But such an inferential relation ceases to be a mere supposition
mr,Aptilot. 64.

about what might be y and becomes a true statement of Out is,

only when the act of will, Q, occurs. But any attempt to show

that the act of will is mie ē9a4r5t44.121 necessitated by its

proximate antecedents must suppose the truth of the inferential

relation, If P, then Q. Therefore, it must suppose that the

act of will is occurring. And so it is involved in a petitio 

principli or, if you prefer, in a simple appeal to the principle

of identity, namely, If the act, Q, is occurring, then it must be

occurring.

Sixthly, though the act of will is free, it is

not arbitrary. A course of action is intelligent and intelligible

if it is grasped by a practical insight. It is reasonable if it

is motivated favorably by rational reflection. The act of will

hast the function of conferring actuality upon an intelligible,

intelligent, and reasonabledcourse of action; and what is intelli-

gible, intelligent, and reasonable is not tritaaarbitrary.

Seventhly, the analysis is quite general. For

while there is presupposed a sensitive flow that receives a

higher integration, still t a intelligent grasp, in reflection,

and decision rise from the flow as content, and that content

may be tkmdgmbEiAc , not representative but symbolic. Thus,

one can make decisions about deciding by having the sensitive

flow present the relevant words,
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3.2 Conditions of Effective Freedom.

Conditions of effective freedom may be listed

under the four headings of 1) external circumstance, 2) the

subject as sensitive, 3) the subject as intelligent, and 4)

the subject as antecedently willing.

Everyone is familiar with the limitations placed

upon effective freedom by external constraint. But just as the

prisoner is not free to go and come as he pleases, so the Eskimo

is not free to mount a camel or the desert nomad to go fishing in

a kayak. Whatever one's external circumstances may be, they

offer only a limited range of concretely possible alternatives

and only limited resources for bringing about the enlargement

of that range. In the second place, there are the limitations

that arise from one's psychoneural state. It is the proximaue

source of the otherwise coincidental manifold that receives

its higher integration from intelligence and will. In the

normal state, there is a spontaneous adaptation and adjustment

between the orientations of intellectual and of psychoneural

development. But even perfect adjustment does not dispense

one from the necessity of acquiring sensitive skills and habits

and, until they are acquired, one is nut free to speak a foreign

language or to play the violin merely by taking thought.

Moreover, perfect adjustment may be lacking; mz0 l scotosis

can result in a conflict between the operators of intellectual

and of psychoneural development; and then the sensitive subject

is invaded by anxiety, by obsessions, and by other neurotic

phenomena that ?strict his capacity for effective deliberation

and choice.
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Thirdly, there are the limitations of intellectual

development. Once one has understood, one can reproduce almost

at will the act of understanding. But until one has understood,

an one has to struggle through the process of learning. Moreover,

the greater one's accumulation of insights, the broader is the

base from one which one can move towards still further insights

and, perhaps, the greater is the facility with which one can

reach them. Now the same laws hold for the occurrence of

practical insights as for insights generally, and so it is   

^1- that the greater the development of one's practical intelligence,      

the greater the range of possible tore courses of action one

can grasp and consider. Inversely, the less the development of

one's practical intelligence, the less the range of possible

courses of action thaw nere and now will occur to one.

Fourthly, we have distinguished already between

the conjugate potency, will, the conjugate form, willingness,

and the conjugate act, willing. Will is the bare capacity to

make decisions. Willingness is the state in which persuasion

is not needed to bring one to a decision. Willing, finally,

is tne act of deciding.

Now the function of willingness runs parallel

to the function of tne habitual accumulation of insights.

What one does not uncterstand yet, one can learn; but learning

takes time, and until that time is devoted to learning,

otherwise possible courses of action are excluded. Similarly,

when antecedent willingness is lacking, persuasion can be

invoked; but persuasion takes time, and until that time is

devoted to persuading oneself or to being persuaded by others,

one remains closed to otherwise possible courses of action.

0
E•---1.'' '	 ._...;
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There is a further aspect to the matter;. For

genetically one mounts from empirical to intellectual consciousness,

fron intellectual to rational consciousness, and from rational

consciousness to rational self-consciousness.' As long as one

is moving towards full self-possession, the detached and disinter-
I,/4,to h-

eated desire to know^ Is. in control. But once one is in the state

of rational self-consciousness, then one's decisions are in control,

for they set the objective of one's total activity and select

the actions that are to lead to the goal. So it is that a

person,	 b caught as it were unawares, may be ready

for any scheme or exploit but, on the second th.Jughts of

rational self-consciousness, settles back into the narrow routine

defined by his antecedent willingness. For unless one's

antecedent willingness has the height and breadth and depth of

Ale unrestricted desire to know, the emergence of rational

self-consciousness involves the addition of a restriction upon

one's effective freedom.

In brief, effective freedom itself has to be won.

The key point is to reach a willingness to persuade oneself and

to submit to the persuasion of others. For then one can be

persuaded to isammli a universal willingness; 	 one

antecedently willing to learn all tnere is to be learnt about

willing and learning and about the enlargement of one's freedom

from external constraints and psychoneural interferences.

But to reach the universal willingness that matches the unrestricted

desire to know is indeed a high achievement, for it consists

not in the more recognition of an ideal norm but in the adoption

of an attitude towards the universe of being, not in the adoption

of an affective attitude that would desire but not perform but

in the adoption of an effective attitude in which performance
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matches aspiration.

Finally, if effective freedom is to be won, it is

not to be won easily. Just as the pure desire to know is the

possibility but not in itself the attainment of the scientist's

settled habit of constant inquiry, so the potency, will, is k the

possibility but not in itself the attainment of the genuine

person's complete openness to reflection and to rational persuasion.

Clearly, this confronts us with a paradox. How is one to be

persuaded to genuineness and openness, when one is not yet open

to persuasion?

3.3 title
PA
Functions of' Satire and Humor.

Kierkegaardian thought draws attention to an

aesthetic, an ethical, and a religious sphere of. existential

subjectivity, and it finds in irony the means of effectiing

the transition from the first to the second, and in humor the

means for development from the second to the third.

The aesthetic and the ethical spheres would

seem to stand to the whole man, to the existential subject,

as the counter-positions and the positions stand to the

cognativnal subject. Inasmuch as one accepts the counter-1

positions, one thinks of the real as a sub-division in the

"already out there now," of objectivity as extroversion, and

of knowing as taking a good look; similarly, on the counter-

positions, the good	 is identified

with objects of desire while the intelligible good of order

and the rational good of value are regarded as so much ideo-

logical super-structure that can claim to be good only inasmuch

as it furthers the attainment of objects of desire. On the

(le
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other hand, by accepting the positions one identifies the real

with being, objectivity with intelligent inquiry and rational

reflection, and knowledge with the cumulative process that

rises from	 Q'b experience throurr^ understanding to judgment;

similarly, one lumps objects of desire along with objects of

aversion as instances of the potential good, subordinates bath

to the formal good of order, and selects between alternative

orders by appealing to the rational criteria that are the

sources of the meaning of the name, value.

However, if the ethical sphere stands to the

aesthetic, as the positions to the counter-positions, it would

be a mistake to identify the ethical sphere with acceptance of

the positions and the aesthetic sphere with acce^tance of the

coulter-positions. For the spheres are existential, but the

positions and counter-positions are Mt defined sharply. One

might claim that Marxism satisfies the definition of the

counter-positions, for Marxism is a philosophy. One could not

claim that Marx satisfied the same definition, for Marx was not

a theory but a man.

The fact of the matter would seem to be that

men commonly live in some blend or mixture of the artistic,

dramatic, and practical patterns of experience, that they mar
D

tend to the positions in enouncing their principles and to

the counter-positions in living their lives, and that they

reveal little inclination to a rigidly consistent adherence

Cp

	

	 etithga to the claims ei her of pure reason or of pure animality.

As contemporary existentialism would put it, Llhomme se dēfinit 

tar une exigence. Man develops biologically to develop psychically,

and he develops psychically to develop intellectually and

rationally. The higher integrations suffer the disadvantage   

1 '.
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demands
of emerging later. They are the l e aims• of finality upon its

before they are realities in us. They are manifested more
,ter,.

commonly in aspiration and, dissatisfacuion with oneself than

in the rounded achievement of complete genuineness, perfect

openness, universal willingness. Finally, even that rounded

achievement is itself not a r'oal but a means to a goal; for

genuineness and openness and willingness name, not acts,

but conditions for acts of correct unaerstanding and good willing.

The concrete being of man, then, is being in

process. his existing lies in developing. His unrestricted'

desire to know heads him ever towards a known unknown. His

sensitivity matches the operator of nis intellectual advance

with a capacity and a need to respond to a further reality

than meets the eye and to grope his way towards it. Still

this basic, indeterminately directed dynamism has its ground

in Om potency; it is without the settled assurance and efficacy

of form; it tends to be shouldered out of the busy day, to

make its force felt in the trannuillity of darkness, in the

solitude of loneliness, in the shattering upheavals of personal

or social disaster,

It is in the context that the profound significance

of satire and of humor comes to lIg it. For satire breaks in

upon the busy day. It puts printers to work, competes on

the glossy page of advertisement, provides a topic for bright

o	 -lctill a. t	 e e d,ttti e-a-r-t-c ri4a--anā r2 eIP a,

bab^f^e^'i^be^s^^r.^etitē-^.t1is^I^Lth^no ^a-d^^dē^stā^TftiS1S-^

s	 o	 1 	'tke'SN-fie
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chatter, It enters not by argument but by laughter. 1'or argument

would presuppose premisses, and premisses that would be acceit end

easily also would be mistaken. But laughter supposes only human

nature, and men there are. Moreover, as it is without logical

presuppositions, so it occurs with apparent purposelessness;

and that too is highly important for, if men are B afraid to

think, they may not be afraid to laugh. Yet proofless, purposeless

laughter can dissolve honored pretence ; it can disrupt conventional

humbug; it can disillusion man of his rcaa most cner ished illus ions,

for it is in league with the detached, disinterested, unrestricted

desire to know.

Satire laughs at, humor laughs with. Satire would

depict the counter-positions in their current concrete features,

and by that serene act of cool objectification it would hurry

then to heir destiny of bringing about their own reversal.

In contrast, humor keeps the positions in contactA human limitations

and human inf irtuity. It listens vii th sincere re spe ct t o the

Stoic description of the Wise i1an, and then requests an intro-

duction. It has an honest admiration for blue-prints for Utopia,

but it also has a vivid imagination that puts familiar ism

Tent s and Dick! s and Harry m s in the unfamiliar roles . It quest ions

neither aspirtatioiis nor ideals nor high seriousness nor earnest

purpose nor self-sacrificing generosity; but it knows the difference

between promise and fulfilment, and it refuses to calculate without

men as they are, without me as I am, For if satire -becomes

red with indignation, humor blushes pith humility.

But. the significance of satire and humor is, I

suggest, out of proportion to their efficacy. Because counter-

positions commonly keep shifting their ground, the satirist

is X21 likely to clip one head off the monster he attacks only
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to witness another sprout out in its place. Again, because the

point to humor is transcendent, it is apt to be missed. But if

satire and humor are weighed, not by the results they obtain,

but by the potentialities they reveal, then theirs is the signal

iit rJ.e 6	 importance of marking with a chortle the chasms

that divide successive orientations/ of man's polymorphic

consciousness. For as satire can help man swing out of the

self-centeredness of an animal in a habitat to the universal

viewpoint of an inuellirent and reasonable being, so humor

can aid him to the discovery ofd
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3.4 Moral Impotence.

To assert moral impotence is to ajsert that man's

effective freedom is restricted, not in the superficial fashion

that results from external circumstance or psychic abnormality,

but in the profound fashion that follows from incomplete

intellectual and volitional development. For when that development

is incomplete, there are practical insirrhts that could be had

if a man took time out to acquire the necessary, preparatory

insights, and there are courses of action teat would be chosen

if a man took time out to persuade himself to willingness.

There follows a gap between the proximate effective freedom

he actually posesses and, on the other hand, the remote and

hypothetical effective freedom that he would possess if certain
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conditions happened to be fulfilled. For this gap measures one's

moral impotence. For complete self- development is a long and

difficult process. During that process one has to live and make

decisions in the light of one's undeveloped intelligence and

under the guidance of one's incomplete willingness. And the

less developed one is, the less one appreciates the need of

development and the less one is willing to take time out for one's

-ele.eatti intellectual 1,and moral education.

Moreover, as the scotosis of the dramatic subject,

so the moral impotence of the essentially free subject is neither

grasped with perfect clarity nor totally unconscious. For if
a man ' s

OM were to represent& tiae,,,f ield of freedom as a circular area,

then one would distinguish a luminous central a region in which

he was effectively free, a surrounding penumbra in which his

uneasy conscience keeps suggesting that he could do better if

only he would make up his mind, and finally an outer shadow

to -which he barely if ever adverts. Further, these areas are

not fixed; as he develops, the penumbra penetrates into the shadow

and the luminous area into the penumbra while, inversely, moral

decline is a coiltraction of the luminous area and of the penumbra.

Finally, this consciusness of moral impotence not only heightens

the t4 tension between limitation and transcendence but also

can provide ambivalent materials for reflection; correctly

interpreted, it brings home to man the fact that his living is

a. developing, that he is not to be discouraged by nis failures,

twxat rather he is to profit by them both as lessons on his

personal weaknesses and as a stimulus to greater efforts; but

trio same data can also be regarded as evidence that tnere is

no use trying, that moral codes ask the impossible, that one

has to be content with oneself as one is.

(r. 
0
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This inner tensiom and its ambivalence are

reflected and heightened in the social sphere. For rational

self-consciousness demands consistency between knowing and doing

not only in the individual but also in the common concerns of

the group. To the ethics of the individual conscience there

is added an ethical transformation of the home, of the tr4ae

technological expansion, of the economy, and of the polity.

But just as individual intelliae nce and individual reasonableness

lead to the individual decisions that may be right or wrong,

so too common intelligence and common reasonableness lead to

common decisions that may be right or wrong. Moreover, in

both cases, decisions are right not because they are the

pronouncements of the individual conscience, nor because they

proceed from this or that type of social mechanism for reaching

common decisions, but because they are in the concrete situation

intelligent and reasonable. Again, in both cases, decisions

are wrong, not because of their private or public origin, but

because they diverge from the dictates of intelligence and

reasonableness.

Now, as has been seen, common sense is subject

to Mt a threefold bias. Accordingly, we can expect that

individual decisions will be likely to suffer from individual
that

bias,/common decisions will be likely to suffer from tale
1

various types of group bias, and that all decisions 'will be

likely to suffer from general bias. There will result

conflicts between the individual and the group, between

economic and national groups within the state, and between

states. But far more significant than theseA superficial

and ern--sAU 3 ic'a- overt conflicts, will be the underlying

f`	 ©
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opposition that general bias sets up between the decisions

that intelligence and reasonableness would demand and the

actual decisions, individual and common, that are made.

For this opposition is both profound and unnoticed. Ad

individuals, so societies fail to distinguish sharply and

accura„ely between positions and counter-positions. As

individuals, so societies fail to reach the universal willingness

that reflects and sustains the detachment and disinterestedness

of the unrestricted desire to know. More or less automatically

and unconsciously, Elm each successive batch of possible and

practical courses of action is sax= screened to eliminaue

as unpractical wnatever does not seem practical to an intelligence
ante

and xr a willingness that not only es developed imperfectly but

also suffert from bias. But the social situation is the

cumulative product of illdiViudIal individual and croup decisions,

and as tnese decisions depart from the demands of intelligence

and reasonableness, so the social situation becomes, like the

complex number, a compound of the rational and irrational.

Then, if it is to be understood, it must be met by a parallel

compound of direct awd inverse insights, of direct insights

treat grasp its intelligibility and of\tix inverse insights

tnat grasp its lack of intelligibility. Nor is it enough

to understand the situation; it must also be managed. Its

intelligible components nave to be encouraged towards fuller

development; and its unintelligible components have to be

hurried to their reversal.

Still, this is only the outer asps of of the

problem. Just as the social situation with its objective

surd proceeds from minds and wills that oscillate between

the positions and the counter-positions, so too it constitutes
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the materials for their practical insights, the conditions to

be Ia ea taken into account in their reflection, the reality

to be maintained and developed by their decisions. Just as

there are philosophies that take their stand upon the positions

and urge the development of the intelligible components in

the situation and the reversal of the unintelligibb components,

so too there are counter-philosophies that take their stand

upon the counter-positions, tnat welcome the unintelligible

cpr pt ,:t;	 vat components in the situation as objective

facts that provide empirical proof of their views, that demand

the further expansion of the objective surd, and that clamor

for the complete elimination of the intelligible components

that they regard as wicked survivals of anti^uated

.64a	 ,iS#^d` attitudes. But philosophies and counter-philosophies

are for the few. Like Mercutio, the average man imprecates

a plague on both their 1ttu4 a houses. that he wants is peace

and prosperity.) By his own light he selects what he believes

is the intelligent and reasonable but practical course of

action; and as that practicality is the root of the trouble,

the civilization drifts through successive less comprehensive

syntheses to the sterility of the objectively unintelligible

situation and to the coercion of economic pressures, political

forces, and psychological conditioning.

: • : .	 IA; 	• .	 - r , . ' . .. •	 n
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Clearly, both the outward conditions and the

inner mentality, prevalent in social decline, intensify to the

point of desperation the tension, inherent in all development

but conscious in man, between limitation and transcendence.

One can agree with Christian praise of charity, with Kant's

affirmation that the unqualified good is the good will, with

existentialist exhortations to genuineness. But good will is

never Mina better than the intelligence and reasonableness

that it implements. Indeed, when proposals and programs only

putatively are intelligent and reasonable, then the good will

that execuues them so faithflully and energetically is engaged

really in the systematic imposition of ever further evils on

the already weary shoulders of mankind. And who will tell

which proposals and programs truly are intelligent and reasonable,

and which are not? For the only transition from the analytic

proposition to the analytic principle is through concrete

judgments of fact and, alas, the facts are ambivalent. The

objective situation is all fact,) but partly it is the product

of intelligence and reasonableness and partly it is the product

of aberration from them. The whole of man is all fact, but

it also is malleable, polymorphic fact. No doubt, a subtle and

protracted analysis can bring to light the components in that

polymorphic fact and proceed to a dialectical criticism of any

proposal or program. But to whom does it bring the light?
how

To how many? How clearly and JY6 effectively? Are philosophers

to be kings or kings to learn philosophy? Are they to rule

in the name of wisdom subjects judged incapable of wisdom?

Are all the members of our democracies to be philosophers?

Is there to be a provisional dictatorship while they are

learning philosophy? • • . - c n:4	 . • .. •

0
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3.5 The Problem of Liberation.

The elements in the problem are basically simple.

Man's intelli ence, reasonableness, and willingness 1) proceed

from a detached, disinterested, unrestricted desire to know,

2) are potentialities in process of development towards a full,

effective freedom, 3) supply the hither integration for oeriwae

otherwise coincidental manifolds on successively underlying

psychic, organic, chemical, and physical levels, 4) stand in

opposition and tension with sensitive and intersubjective

attachment, interest, and exclusiveness, and 5) suffer from

that tension a cumulative bias that increasinglyldistorts

immanent development, its outward products, and the outer

conditions under which the immanent development occurs.

kssentially the problem lies in an incapacity

for sustained development. The Lension divides and disorientates

cognitional activity by the conflict of positions and counter-

positions. This conflict issues into contrary views of the good

which in turn make good will appear misdirected and misdirected

will appear good. There follows the confounding of the social

situation with the social surd to provide misleading inspiration

for further insights, deceptive evidence for further judgments,

and illusory causes to fascinate unwary wills.

The problem is radical, for it is a problem

in the very dynamic structure of cognitional, volitional, and

social activity. It is not a question of error on this or

that cetlit fslQa —aa.-tom general or particular issue. It is a

question of orientation, approach, procedure, method. It

affects concretely every issue, both general and particular,

for it recurs with every use of the dynamic structure.
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The problem is permanent. It vanishes if one

supposes manes inuellircence, reasonableness, and willingness

not to be potentialities in process of development but already

in possession of the insights that make 1e0 learning superfluous,

of the reasonableness that makes judgments correct, of the

Willingness that makes\persuasion unnecessary. Again, it

vanishes if one supposes the elimination of the tension and

oppositionx between the detached, disinterested, unrestricted

desire to know and, on the otner hand, attached, interested, and

narrow sensitivity and intersubjectivity. But, in fact, both

development and tension axe pertain to the very nature of man,

and as long as they exist, the problem remains in full force.

The problem is independent of the underlying

manifolds. No doubt, if the underlying manifolds were different,

the higher cognitional and volitional integration would differ

• -	 •r.n• •

in its content. But such a change of content would leave the

dynamic structure of the higner integration unmodified; and it

is in the structure that the problem resides. It follows that

neither physics nor chemistry nor biology nor sensitive psychology

can bring forth devices that go to the root of the trouble.

The problem is not primarily social. It results

in the social surd. It receives from the social surd its

continuity, 3is ag;'.ravation, its cumulative character. But its

root is elsewhere. Hence it is that a revolution can

sweep away old evils and initiate a fresh effort; but the fresh

effort will occurx through the same dynamic structure as the old

effort and lead to essentially the same results.
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The problem is not to discover a correct philosophy,

ethics, or human science. For such discoveries are quite compatible

with the continued existence of the problem. The correct
can

philosophy w't1a1 be but one of many philosophies, the correct

ethics one of many ethical systems, the correct human science

an old or new view among many views. But precisely because

they are correct, they will not ap •ear correct to minds

disorientated by the conflict between positions and counter-

positions. Precisely because they are correct, they will not

appear workable to wills with restricted ranges of effective

freedom. Precisely because they are correct, they will be

weak competitors for serious attention in the realm of practical

affairs.

The problem is not met by setting up a benevolent

despotism to enforce a correct philosophy, ethics, or human

science. No doubt, if there is to be the appeal to force,

then it is better that the force be directed by wisdom than

by I:1May folly, by benevolence than by malevolence. But the

appeal to force is a counsel of despair. So far from solving

the problem, it regards the problem as insoluble. For if men

are intelligent, reasonable, and willing, they do not have to

be forced. Only in the measure that men are unintelligent,

unreaonable, unwilling, does force enter into human affairs.

Finally, if force can be used by the group against the wayward

indiv idual j and by the larger group against the smaller, it does

not follow that it can be used to correct the general bias of

,17E3 for it; a because that	 as cons'sts, to	 not ble	 te4,

in tits regarding ideas as negli b .L,wh

by✓sē^rs3'^e-de^.si: re.s--ante ^e S
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common sense. For the general bias of common sense is the bias

of all men and, to a notable extent, it consists in the notion

that ideas are negligible unless they are IbtoWebe reinforced

by sensitive desires and fears. Is everyone to use force against

everyone to convince everyone that force is beside the point?

The problem is real. In the pre sent work it has

been reached in the compendious fashion that operates through

the integral heuristic structure of proportionate being and the

consequent ethics. But the expeditiousness of the procedure

must not be allowed to engender the mistake that the problem

resides in some theoretical realm. On the contrary, its
fourth,

dimensions are the dimensions of human history, and the/fifth,

and sixth volumes of Arnold Toynbee's Study of History illustrate

abundantly and rather relevantly the failure of self-determination,

the schism in the body social, and the sal schism in the soul

that follow from an incapacity for sustained development.

The solution has to be a still higher integration

of human living. For the problem is radical and permanent; it is

independent of the underlying physical, chemical, Ida organic,

and psychic manifolds; it is not met by revolutionary change,

nor by human discovery, nor by the enforced implementation of

discovery; it is as large as human living and human history.

-dtIn̂ -hā 	 slop i	 it—h e'te,\,
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Further, the solution has to take people just as they are.

If it is to be a solution and not a mere suppression of the

problem, it has to acknowledge and respect and work through

man's intelligence, and reasonableness, and freedom. It may

eliminate neither development nor tension yet it must be able
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to replace incapacity by capacity for sustained development.

Only a still higher integration can meet such requirements.

For only a gtink higher integration leaves underlying manifolds

with their autonomy yet succeeds in introducing a higher

systematization into tneir non-systematic coincidences.

And only acxi'uc a still hi ;tier integration than any that so

far has been considered can deal with the dialectical manifold

immanent in t1m human subjects and the human situation.

There is needed, then, a further manifestation

of finality, of the upwardly but indeterminately directed

dynamism of generalized emergent probability. Earlier, in

the chapter on Common Sense as Object, it was concluded that

a hij!mtoli viewpoint higher than the viewpoint of common sense

was needed; moreover, that X as given the named cosmopolis, and

some of its aspects and functions were indicated. But the

subsequent argument has revealed that, besides higher viewpoints

in the mind, there are hi,;her integrations in the r a alm of

being; and both the initial and the subsequent argument have

left it abundantly clear tnat the needed higher viewpoint is

a concrete possibility only as a consequence of an actual

higher integration.

Finally, whether the needed higher integration

has emerged or is yet to emerge, is a question of fact.

Similarly, its nature is not an object for speculation but

for an empirical inquiry. But before these questions can be

raised and answered in a satisfactory fashion, there is a prior

question that seems extremely relevant. For we have conceived

metaphysics and ethics as concerned with proportionate being.

But before we can ask about the ulterior finality of proportionate

being, we have to determine what we can know about transcendent being

r
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